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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In the United States women comprise approximately 50% of the work force*

yet only 6%_are_dbplOyed as scientists and engineers; Factors_contributing to

thit Situation have been analyzed in research studies* and explanations have

ranged from differences in spatial ability linked to a sex-linked gene to

differences in early childhood toys_and games. Ore analysis has shown a

dramatic decline in positive attitudes toward science as girls mature; the

authors attribute this decline to startling inequities in the number of science

activities experienced -by males and females in elementary and secondary Class-

rooMS. Ih addition, the analysis of the results from the 1981 National

ASSe88Ment of Educational Progress indicate that girls continue to score below

the national mean on all cognitive_science items and_to express negative

attitudes toward science. Although societal, edUcationali and personal factors

are all involved* differences within the science classroom may be the basic

reason why fewer women study science or pursue scientific careers;

SOMe girls, hrwever, likescience_and_some continue to study science._

Order to dtetmine what_motivates these girls to pursue science courses and

career a group of researchers conducted- nationwide -
studies of teachers who

have successfully motivated high school- girls to continue in science; In

additimto analyzing instructional techniques, classroom climates* and

teacher-ctudent interactions, a selected sample of former as well as all__ _

curre-t studentb received a variety--of instruments which assess& attitudinal,

cognitive, and socio-cultural variables;

It-r6 types of research* observational and survey; provide the descriptions

and data for this project. The case Studies*_which were part of this project*

inclUde evidence OfstUdent-teacherand_student-student interactions as wellab

diSeriptiVe materials which assist in their interpretation. Since case studies

t:te limited in the extent to which they may produce generalizatient applicable
t( oth%- situations* they have been supplemented with objective data

the abilities* activities* and aspitatienS of both the involved

Ittlents and teachers;

Poth types of information have led to the following conclusions;

Teachers who successfully encourage girls in science:

Maintain well-equipped* organized* and perceptually stimulating

classrooms;

* Axe btipiJOrted in their teaching activities by the parents of their

students and are respected by current and former students.

Use non-sexist language and examples and include information on

women scientists.

rise labOratories, discussions, and weekly quizzes as their_primary
modes of instruction and supplement those activities with field

trios and guest speakers;

Stress creativity and basic skills and provide career information;
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Factors which discourage girls in science:

High School counselors who do not insist on further courses in

science and mathematics.

Lack of information about science-related career opportunities

and the prerequisiteS for them.

Sex-stereotyped views of science and scientists which are fottered

by textS, media, and many adults.

Lack of development of spatial ability skills, which might be

'fostered in shop and mechanical drawing classes;

Fewer experiences with science activities and equipment which are

stereotyped as masculine °mechanics, electricity, astronomy).

5
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Factors Affecting the Retention of Girls in Science Courses & Careers:

Cate Stddies of Selected Secondary Schools

INTRODUCTION

This report describes a 9-month project; conducted from Maine to

California, of the NatienAl ASSociation of Biology Teachers Committee on the

Role & StatUt of Warren in Biology Education. Membersk supplemented by other

concernedresearchersk sought to observek describe, and analyze teaching

strategies and teacher attitUdes which successfully encouraged girls in

science. Siblbgy, taken by over 80% of high school studentsk was the course

selected for observation; for if girls are turned off to science in biology,

they effectively close the doors to scientific or technological careers. Two

types of information were gathered: first, qualitative assessments, which

formed the basis of individual, observational case studies; and, second,

quantitative assessments; which provided the data for an overall summary; In

this report, data collected at all the case study schools are analyzed, case

stdy sites and teachers are compared and contrastedk and general conclusions

are drawn. It is anticipated that readers will gain insights interpret

vignettesk and draw cOnclusiona that will improve biology and science education

for all secondary students - but especially for girls.*

PROCEDURES

Two types of people have contribUted greatly to the information included

in tniS report: Cate Study Researchers, the people who conducted the studies

and described their observations; and Case Study Teachers, the classroom

instructors who were observed and Who assisted by distributing and collecting

surveysk by being interviewed, and by arranging for the researcher to interact

with administrators, parents, and students. Researchers were sought who could

*The entire report has been submitted to_the National science Foundation and to

the National Association of Biology Teachers. It is available from them as

well as from the author.
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provide geographic; racial, and socio-economic representation in the various

case studies; Each researcher was free to select a case study teacher for

his/her report. The batiO criterion was that the teacher selected had to have

a "track record" of success with young women in science. The distribution of

the case study researchers resulted in the following types of sites for the

eight case studies. Although it was hoped that certain standardized data could

Table 1

Number of Schools in Basic Groupa

Geographic
Area

Community
Type

RaciaI/Ethnic
Group

1 East 3 Urban 4 Whiter Non-
Hispanic

3 MidWest 2 Suburban
2 Black

2 South 3 SMall town/
rural' 2 Hispanic

1 Rocky Mountain

I Far West

be collected, the primary aim of the study was the thoughtful observation and

analysis of teacher behavior and student/teacher interactions. The intent of

the overall project was to identify instructional strategies or teaching

behaviors among the teachers, from rural Texas to urban Chicago, which could be

adopted by other teachers to improve the retention and achievement of girls in

science classes and the entrance and success of women in science careers.

OBSERVATTONS & RESULTS

Throughout this study we have asked; individually and colleCtively, what

makes these teadherS exceptional? How do they succeed, not only in encourag-

ing girls, bUt in inspiring both boys and girls in-Science? What cranonalities

are found in these classrooms from Maine to California, from center city to

rural community, from modern edifice to deteriorating facade? What theme
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unites their work and our study? The answers have been obtained from hours of

transcribed interviews, from dozens of forter student notes and messages, from

carefully articulated reports of trained observers, from responses to thousands

of survey iteMS0 and from a critical review of the literature. Although

commonalities will be discussed among teachers and across student samples, the

purpose of our study was to observe in diverse communities. Therefore, there

are feW similarities among schools or communities. The hope was that eight

diverse situations would provide a composite picture as well as a collective

pool of data, in which commonalities could be found and frOM which

generalizations could be wade. This report is both a qualitative and

quantitative assessment of teachers who make a difference.

Demuagbits

All socioeconomic levels were represented in the overall sample of

studunc and in the sample of schools; Inner-city Schbela in two diverse

metr(4.olitan areas as well as rural schoolS in Colorado and Maine described at

lees part of their student population as disadvantaged. In contrast, another

school taus in an affluent white suburb, and one enrolled middle-class and

upper-Midic-class blacks. In some cases, the general socio-economic level of

students withi a school was atypical of the community in general; the central

city hig school in Coloradoi the laboratory school in Louisiana, and the inner

city school in Chicago were examples of thi8 situation; In other instances,

tvL! school population reflected the general socio-economic leVel of the

community; for eiiampae; in Indiana, Maine, and MissOUtir the schools were

microc.M8 of their communities; Although political and religious information

was reported sporadically, there was every reason to believe that all views

wc2re expressed approximately proportionally to their national representation;

Togcher the communities and schools formed a composite picture of public high

L:chools in the United States.
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Claaarsa
Although the physical condition of the eight high schools varied greatly,

ail the biology rooms Observed were filled with posters, pictures; models, live

specimens, equipment, and projects. They were visually stimulating One

commonality among these eight teachers, who had teen successful in encouraging

girls in science, was an attractive, well -----x and maintained Classroom;

Each case study researcher attributed these pleasant learning places to the

energy, creativity, and initiative of the individual teacher; In diverse

schools and communities, these teachers had been successful in creating optimal

learning environments.
The extent of their success may be found by comparing

their responses to items on a survey concerning facilities to those Of a

national sample (Weiss, 1978).* Although teachers in both the case study and

the national samples responded that improvement was needed in

building/cIassroom facilities
(28.6% and 34%, respectively,, space for

classroom preparation (28.6% and 28%, respectively), space for small group work

(42.9% and 44%, respectively), and availability of laboratory assistants or

paraprofessionals (71.4% and 62%, respectively), the case study teachers

compared to the national survey teachers did not report a need for more

equipment (14.3% vs 35%, retpectively),
supplie8(0% vs 21%), money for daily

supplies (14.3% vs 47%), or storage space (14;3% vs 39%). The

ambience of their classrooms, pleasant, cheerful, and well-stocked, was the

first commonality identified among the teacher-8 in these divergent schools;

*Although these results are not directly comparable due to the difference_in

Sample size between the national and cate_study samples (586 teachers vs 7

teachers, respectively),
rough comparisons can be drawn. It should be noted,

however, that 14;3% of case Study teachers represents one teacher; and 28.6%

representS two teachers. Tabular data, therefore, should be interpreted with

this in mind.
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Puny of the observed teachers beMoaned the quality of the curricular

materials, particularly the textbooks, available. One suggested that she had

gone along with the other teachers in selecting a traditional text; while

another one defended her style of "teaching from the text;" All of then

responded that they used more than one published text (compared to 52% of the

national sample who used multiple texts) and six of the seven biology teachers

reported that they frequent'y used text replacements or supplements;* The most

frequently adopted biology text was Otto; J. H.i A. Towle; and M. E. Madnick;

mdern_Biolouy; New York: Holt; Rinehart; & Winston; 1977. All texts in use

were analyzed for sexism in language; illustrations, citations; and references;

Those rffinlyses suggested that although progress had been made; it was limited.

WOMeh, for example, were pictured in non - traditional careers and were

represented in approximately 50% of the illuotrations. However; their

meaningful contributions to science were seldOM cited or referenced;

in addition: teacher-developed instructional materials were examined fOr

7.ny se,;:st characteristics. Almost all used both pronouns or the plural

pronoun: approximate3y equal numbers of scientists, researchers; etc. were

referred to as men or as women. In one lesson concerning superstitions about

reproduction and birth; its showing both male and female bias were included.

Ih ans'crs to surveys taken prior to the study; all case study teachers stated

-)11 avatene,7.s of sexism in science. For example; 71% of these teachers stated

thdt they included information about the important contributions of women

*The ei-jhel teacher_ taught high school algebra; therefore her resronses are not
_ _

incla,_;e6 in. ,he analyses concerning science teaching and science classrooms.

10
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scientists in their Clatt discussions and that they tried to correct the

conception that science is an exclusively male pomain. Seventy-one percent of

them had invited female scientists to their classes to discuss science careers

with their students. Generally; another commonality among these teachers was

the complete absence of sexist language, materialt, or humor in their

instructional materials.

Ps a group, the case study teachers taught in a particular way; When

compared with the national sample, described by Weitt (1978), they reported

using laboratory and discussion activities much more frequently. Over 80% of

the case study teachers used labOratory materials in their clattet at least

once a week; less than half of the national survey teachers used hands-on

materials that often. Dramatic differences are shown in Table 2 in the use of

science materials by these two groups of science instructors. All of the case

study teachers inditated that microscopes, models, balances, living plants, and

living animals were essential for teaching their science classes and a large

majority of these teachers used these materials 10 or more days. One-third or

more of the national survey teachers responded that microscopes, living plants,

and living animals were unnecessary for instructing their classes. Further=

more, all of the case study teachers used microscopes 10 or more days each

year, while only one -half of the national survey
teachers used microscopes that

often.

In addition, a majority of the case study teachers used filmstrips, filM

loops, and slides at least -Once a month; less than one-half of the national

survey teachert used those media that often. Over one -half of the national

sample indicated that videotapes were not needed for their teaching; although

most case study teachers did not use videotapes often (85.7% responded they

used this item "lest than once a month"), all of these teachers indicated that

videotapes were necessary for their instruction.
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In addition, all of them responded that they used weekly quizzes or tests.

in comparison, only 37% of the national sample responded that they evaluated

students at least once a week. The case study teachers invited in guest

speakers and took their students on field trips more often than the national

sample. FUrthermore, students of the case study teachers were more frequently

assigned independent projects; library research, and televised instruction. In

contrast to thll, national sample, these teachers less often lectured or

performed teacher demonstrations;

Table 2

Use of AUdio-Visual Blquipment and Science Materials by
Frequency and Availability

Pezeentage-of m2h=

Audio- Visual

Used Once
Per Month Needed tut
or More-------- Not Amailable

Not
Needed

NABT_ Nati, NAST Natl. NABT Natl.

Films _
71;4% 55% 0% 9% 0% 5%

Pilmstrip8 100 48 0 8 0 8

L'iiriocs 57J. _8 14.3 22 0 38

71.4 10 14.3 20 0 32

Overheads 71.4 38 0 4 28.6 19

ILicidIar-- 0 10 14.3 16 54

but

0-

NotUsed :,lore Needed
10-13eQrs--- -not_ Available Needed

Calculators 23.6% 26% 14.3% 14% 14.3% 47%

Microscopes 100 50 0 1 0 33

Models 35.7 44 0 12 0 15

Balance _ 71.4 57 14.3 1 0 9

Living Plants 71.4 38 0 4 0 39

iiiVinaitalri 71.4 28 7 0 43

All, of these responses suggest good science teaching as ahOther

commonality among these teachers. In fact, the researchert began to wonder if

ther were any unique teaching behaviOrt conttituting to their success with

girls. We fOuhd unique behaviors as we observed their interactions with

.=ttidolL8, which will be described later However, it is important to note that

lal.cratcry-based science teaching has been fOUnd to be an especially effective

12
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strategy for interesting git18 in science (Harding, 1983). Over and over,

girls responded "The labs," to the question, "What do you like best about your

high school biology class?" Perhaps it was expressed best by a 15-year-old,

black girl in the deep south, who said,

I enjoyed working with microscopes. We had a cow heart_and we

opened it up. LWO] looked in the microscope at the different parts

of the inside of the heart and I enjoyed that.

Instructional techniques that involve students also may encourage and excite

young women to study science. At a minority girl on the South Side of Chicago

stated,

[Our teacher] always has discussions. We always ask questions, and

we learn the most from discussions.

Classroom Teachers

The case study teachers taught an average of 18.4 years and all of then

held college degrees beyond the bachelor degree level; Five of the seven held

at least one biology degree. Science teachers in the national survey, on the

other hand, had taught an average of 11.8 years and only 54% held advanced

degree8. Eighty-six percent of the case study teachers were women;

nationally, women compose 24% of all science teachers; Both groups of

teachers had approximately the same number of studentt per class; the averages

were 25.2 students/class for case study teachers and
22.8 for national survey

teachers. While the majority of teachers in both groups reported their

classes were composed mainly of students with average abilities or with a wide

range of ability levels, more case study teachers than national survey

teachers taught high ability students. However, none of the case study

teachers were teaching classes composed primarily of Iow ability students.

These instructors taught between two and six houre of biology classes a

day and spent four or more hours a week preparing biology lessons; Four of

the teachers sponsored a science club at their high school. In general, the

teachers thought their science programs were well supported by their school

13
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communities. Responses to items querying sources of support rated parental

support the highett. It was followed by support from other teachers,

principals; superintendents, and school boards, in that order. Six of the

teachers reported that they were more enthusiastic atcut teaching now than

when they began their careers. In addition, their answers to items in a

science attitude inventory indicated that they held very positive attitudes

toward science as a discipline (X score = 199 out of a maximum of 240).

The case study teachers were active professionals; Al]. but one had

attended at leaSt one science-related professional meeting within the last ten

years. Eighty-six percent had made presentations at local science teacher

meetings or at inservice teacher education functions. Most of them had been

involved Stiente,==telated activities outside of their school. For exaMple,

_ _

t4e0.1,tal h-a.3 coordinated science workshop., and science fairs, one was on the

local park board; and one had been on the staff of a college marine biology

insticute Their hebbiet ranged from soapbox racing and hot air ballooning to

sacliii,J and gardening. Several indicated that they enjoyed photography and had

hoklbir,3 such as bird-watching and wildlife exploring;

The case study teachers were special in two other aspects of teaching.

`:'hey prowded 'cLireet information and related biology to everyday life.

Although all students liked those aspects of their biology tlaSSeS; girls;

especianyi mentioned them. For example, girls attending an affluent, suburban

school comment6:.i,

sh_giv-es us up-to-date information and relates it to how we are

zoday. She does not give us old stuff from the text book;

It we -want to_go_into a science- career, she tells you what classes

you SheUld take for a particular career.

Voir.,.n survey responses were tatuIated for all ('use tItudy students, both

Lys and girls were positive abOUt the instructional techniques of theIr

teach. AS Table 3 showsi these teachers were uniformly fair in their

14
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treatment and expectations of both boys and girls. In fact, thit unit-ex

treatment was another commonality found. Unfortunately, most teachers still

hold, consciously or Unconsciously, sex-stereotypes which affect their class=

room behaViOrt. The importance of teacher behavior and instructional style

f77:ItihOt be underestimated; Jan Harding (1983) suggests that they may be more

influential in encouraging girls in science than the presence of a same-sek

role model as a science teacher.

Table 3

Male & Female Students' Perceptions of Their Case Study Teacher

Students Who Agree df_= 1

% of Males -%-of-Femalet- sig._ ___
Does your-bioloo&-teachet...

encourage you to be creative,
original? 58.2% 66.8% ns

differentiate between jobs for males
and for females? 27.0 23.3

frequently talk with you individually? 57;4 54.5

encourage educatiOn and/Or training

_ beyohd high school? 67;1 76.5 .1201

describe science courses work as
difficult? 28.9 21;5

give advice on future plans? 38;7 37.9

encourage mathematicS courses? 50;3 44.0

encourage optional chbitet for post-

__high Schddl? 47.5 42.2

differentiate between courses in
which males and females can be
successful? 27.1 14;0 .0094

encourage basic skins? 70.5 72.4 ns

treat you childishIy?_ 20;1 12.5 .1008

seldom take your-Opihietit- seriously? 18;0 -11L-5--- ns

ns
ns

ns

ns

Descriptions of Current Students

Students who were currently enrolled in biology courses taught by the

case study teacherS were asked to complete several demographic surveys,

attitude scales; and cognitive ability tests during the period of observation;

In addition to questions concerned with demographics (grade, gender, race,

etc;), previous adadetit experiences; and extracurricular activities, students

responded to items about their future career plans, inclUding any probability

of science careers; as well as their opinions concerning women's roles and
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scientific abilitieS. Furthermore; each student received a spatial

visualization test, a cognitive style test; a locus of control test, a science

attribution scale, a science attitudes scale, and a science anxiety scale;

These tests were selected and used because scores on each of them have revealed

gender differenceS in previous research. It was hypothesized that there would

be no differences between the scores of male and female studentb fbt the

variables of science attitudes, science anxiety, and participation in

extracurricular science activities. In other words, the case study teachers

would have had a positive influence on the science attitudes, the levels of

science anxiety, and the numbe7 of science extracurricular activities of girls

enrolled in their classes.

Sample

rne sample included 205 females (58.2%) and 147 male (41.8%) students from

seven high schools. All teachers and researchers had the option of omitting

any of all surveys 6-nd instruments; the California school chose to do so. The

student er-J primarily 9th and 10th graders (87%), and the sample was

predomiLantiy (i3.9%) with some black (18.9%), Hispanic (3.7%) , and

Asien/n,lcific Islanders (1.4%) reptosented. There were no gender differenceS

in racial cliStr::.:Utitn but; as indicated in Table 4, the schbols varied

c.....IndJrably in their racial composition.

Table 4

Distribution of Students by Race and School

American White, Not Asian/
Pacific Other

.E.g.boca.

SuburbrriMissouri .1.0% - % 95.0% 3.0% 1.0%

Rural Indiana - 1.5 95.5 0 3.0

Urlon Colorado 2.3 2.3 90.9 2.3 2.3

Urban Texas 13.6 40.9 45.5 - -

Ilibiln II3i7ibis 87.0 4.3 4.3 - 4.3

Suburixin,Lcuisizina 95.3 2.3 - 2.3

Rural Naine - - 96.1 2.0 2.0

Noti. Sc:1001 vs Race: X = 95;55, df = 24, p = .0000

16
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Academic Abilities

Students in the sample identified their academic abilitiet in a fairly

typical fashioni and self estimates of grades did not differ between the boys

and girls in the sample; StUdehts also were asked to estimate their abilitiet

in relation to those Of an average person of their own age. Boya estimated

their abilities considerably higher than girls did in athletics, math,

mechanics; science, problem-solving, and ambition. Girls, on the other hand,

ranked themselves approximately as high as boys only in academic, Speaking, and

social abilities: girls did not rank themselves higher than boys in any given

category; The student sample, tiler-eft:ore, had very traditional and

sex-stereotyped views of indiVidUal abilities;

However, when actual enrollments were assessed, few differences were found

in the percentages of boys and girls taking advanced or honors courses in

math, English, foreign languages, or social studies. Perhaps more important

than the lack of gender enrollment differences in honors- advanted courses was

the lack of differenceS between boys and girls in the number of courses taken

in algebra, plane geometry, trigonometry' college algebra, senior math,

calculus, biology, chethibtryt and physics;

When surveyed about future educational plans, a large percentage of both

boys (85.7 %) and girls (76.6 %) Planned to attend college after high schbol.

Their educational aspirations probably reflected the educational leVels of the

students' parents. For example, 32.2% of their fathers and 35;8% of their

mothers had attended 1-3 years of college or had a bachelor's degree. Over 22%

Of fathers and 11;6% of mothers held advanced or professional degrees.

Overall, 74.9% of fathers and 66;4% of mothers had had some kind of post-high

school training or education;

Science Careers

Some items assessed student interests in and aptitudes for a Scientific

career; other-a probed for the factors behind student career choices. Although

17
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large percentages of both male and female students in this study (79.7% and

55.1%; respectively) had considered science careers, students - especially

female students still viewed science and engineering as difficult areas and

as predominantly masculine endeavors; When students were asked whether they

could become scientists, only 5% of females and 12.3% of males indicated that

they wanted to become scientists and that there '0-let no major obstacles in

their paths. However, 40% of maleS and 48% of females stated that they did not

wish to pursue scientific careers due to inadequate grades, excessive

educational requirements, or lack of required courses.

The case study students were asked to indicate with whom they had talked

about joLG, work, or ca:ers. Proportionately more females than males had

talked with family members (97% versus 91%i respectively). Over 90% of both

toys and IirIs had discussed careers with friends and nearly 60% had discussed

careers with teachers. Furthermore, students indicated that the case study

teichor; in particular, had encouraged students to consider education and/or

trairl ::c! beyond high school (76.5% of feMaleS; 67.1% of males), had given

:zudents advice on co do after high school (37.9% of females, 38.7% of

MaleS), ,encouraged students to explore many choices for post-high .

school plans 2.2% of females, 47.5% of males). There were no gender

differences in students' perceptions of career counseling from their case study

teachers.

Wt-sat ahput the high school counselor? Most students were surveyed during

the late spring of the 10th grade; therefbrer most would have decided on either

an academic, vocational, or general course of study; Probably; most of them

weie acti-vely involved in choosing courses for the following year. Yet, over

35% of girls and 40% of boys had not discussed poSt-high school training or

education with a counselor within the last.year. Furthermore, over 40% of

girl:, and 55% of boys had not discussed jobs or occupations with a counselor

within the last year. There was one gender difference; girls had discussed
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jobs/occupations with counselorS somewhat more frequently than boys had. In

summary, these studentb had found family members, teachers, and friends more

important sources of career information and Advice than were high school

counselors;

Student Experiences & Attitudes

Ps noted, all students in the observed classes were actively involved in

learning. However, each case study teacher practiced what Shirley Malcolm

(1983) calls "directed intervention." That is, girls as well as boys could not

sit passively in the back of these rooms; Girls were called upon to recite,

were requested to assist in demonstrations' were selected to be group leaders,

and were expected to perform experiments. They could simply not get by taking

notes as boys dibbected, tittatedi measured, etc. The effect of thiS

instructional strategy showed when the responses of these students were

compared with those from the 1976=77 National Assessment of Educational

Progress' survey of science. Table 5 illustrates percentages responding to

items which showed active participation in science classes. Overwhelmingly,

young women in the case study classrooms have had more opportunities to use

scientific apparatus, to conduct science experiments, and to participate in

scientific field trips.

However, gender differences were found in the NAST sample for those

activities which dealt with traditionally masculine areas such as eledttiCity,

mechanics, and astronomy: In addition, male students of the case study

teacher8 reported more science hobbies, watched more science TV shows, and read

more science books than did their female peers. These findings agreed with

those of the 1976-77 MEP survey. One important gender difference was not

found in the current Study; that is, girls and boys did not significantly

differ in number of science projects completed. Furthermore, there were no

differences between boys' and girls' participation in science clubs, science

fairs, and ma -computer clubs. However, significant gender differences were
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sound in particii.ution in chess club; chorus/choir; thespians/dratha clUb,

varsity/intramural sports; In all of those activities, participation was based

on traditional sex=role stereotypes. It iS; therefore; even more important

that differences were not found between percentages of boys and girls

participating in science clubs; science fairs; or math/computer clUbs.

Table 5

Percentages -of NAEP and NABT Students Responding Positively_ _

and PrestriCe of Sex Differences in Extracurricular Science ActiVitiet

QUESTION
Bave you eer...

experircented with e osion?
used a meter stick?
used a barometer?
used a computer?
used a graduated cylinder?
visited a sewage plant?
visiteJ a weather station?
Yis:Ited a research Laboratory?
made a piece of science

eciJ i rne

male ,o-let-J,thg from junk?
.%]cc_ed leaves/flowerq?

to--!r1 a tossil?
..z.on an animal sk. !E:ton?
seen an e.k:lipse of the moon

or sun:
seen the 4lem tr,:u a telescope?
seen a sola teat collector?

% Responding
Posit jly

Significant
Sex Difference*

NAEP** NABT*** NAEP** NABT***

Sample Sample Sample Sample

42.9% 38.7% Yes No
78.8 93.8 Yes No

48.5 57.1 Yes No

36.2 83.3 Yes No

63.6 79.4 Yes No

25.8 19.8 Yes No

24.3 33.9 Yes No

31.9 33.2 Yes No

53.1 51.1 Yes No
81.4 70.8 Yes No
83.3 95.1 Yes No

60.0 64.0 Yes No
87.7 86.7 Yes No

78.7 79.7 YeS No

56.8 52.9 Yes No

19.9 43.9 Yes No

,-Significanc_levels are not inclUded because the data treatment in each case

was not identical. The comparisons, therefore; are only estimates. Per-

centaT43 of noleS were higher than females in each case where a significant

sex difference was found.
* *177year. -clOs
***Present students of case study teachers; predominantly 15-year-olds.

Pehaps; as the result of more experiences; more career inferMatiOn; and

more extracurricular science activities; girls demonStrated more positive

attitudes !award science ClaSS68 and science careers than they did in the 1977

cliscsntient. As shown in Table 6; proportionately more students in the NAST

sam0i, felt "curious," "confidenti" and "succebSfUl" in their science classes

,. .v .1 11

-
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than did students in the NAEP sample. According to other responses, the case

Study students also enjoyed their science classes more than did students in tht

NAEP sample. None of the gender differencee in attitudes, typically found

among children 13 and older, were found. Girls, enrolled in claeses taught by

tht case study teachers, held science attitudes equally as positive as those of

their male peers.

Table 6

Student Attitudes Concerning Science Classes, by Sex and Sample Population

.NAEP Sample NAST Sample

Ouestion
% Responding- % Responding

How often have science
classes madeyOU feel. -Total- Male Female ---Tot-ao]L Male Female-

curidUe?*
stupid ? **

confident?*
successful?*
How often do you like to

go to science classes?*

50.7% 53.4% 48.1%

60.8 69.5 52.3

21;5 26.8 16.4

2&-2 32.j 24.1

37.3% 42.8% 31.9%

*Response .-r=- "Often" or "Sometimes"

* *Response = "Seldom" or "Never"

85.3% 84.2% 86.1%

45.8 40.4 49.7

59.9 59.6 60.2
73.7 63.5

70.2% 74.5% 67.2%

Note. In all cases, a significant sex difference was present in the NAEP

sample but was not present in the NAST case study sample.

Generally, students, girls as well as boys, of the case study teachers

were actively involved in science. They perforMed experiments in theit

classes; they investigated
opportunities in the field; they participated in

science and math clubs, and they conducted special projects. The attitUdde of

girls toward science were positively affected by these myriad opportunities.

In contrast with both the results reported in the 1976-77 and 1981-82 National

Assessmehtt of Science, these young women were confident, curious, and

successful in their science classes;

Personality Dimensions

The effect of these teachers also was noted in the responses of students

to instruments assessing science anxiety and attribution; cognitive etyle,

spatial ability, and locus of control. Responses to a scale concerning science
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anxiety (Alvaro, 1978) were particularly interesting. Math anxiety and, to a

lesser extent, science anxiety have been suggested as major detriments to girls

achieving well in science (Snail, 1983). Others have maintained that

experience amelioratet anxiety and that girls particularly must work with

scientific materials (Malcolm, 1983; Kahle, 1983). Whether male or female,

_ _ _ _

responSeS showed that experience alleviated anxiety; SeleGted responses in

Table 7 show that, in general, girls are more anxious abaft tests and new

experiences such as visiting a museum; However, studentS of both sexes

demonstrat:-.A less anxiety if they were faMiliar with the task such as focusing

a microscope (girls) or pIanni7ly an electrical circuit (boye).

Table 7

PercentageS of Male and Fenale Students Indicating Anxiety

Ei it Science Related and Non-Science Related Activities

How much does it

Not At
Li t-1e

A Fair
Amount Much-

Very
Much

M F M F M F M F

tor final
,:xam :n English or
fliE-c.orv?* 2.2. 23.8% 28.0% 27.1% 23.7% 16.0% 10.2% 18.2% 5.9% 14.99,

....Yaludv for Einal

exam in chemi-try
or physics ?**

theinuseum
of :.:cience and

industryr*

31.3

40.5

22.7

26.0

31.3

24.1

23.2

32.6

14.8

23.3

23.8

26.0

13.9

8.6

16.0

8.3

8.7

3.4

14.4

7.2

...Locus a micro~
scopc?* 73.3 85.1 11.2 9.9 7.8 2.2 4.3 2.2 3.4 0.6

...t6 an

electrial
c'n:uit?" 55.9 30.8 26.3 33.5 15.3 19.8 1.7 ' .0 0.8 4.9

ke: Significant differences between male and responses

* et testy df = 4, p < .05_
** X test; df = 4, p < ,.10

The Science Attribution Scale usec.: was a modified version of Fennema0

wolleat, and Pedro's Mathematics AttribUtiOn Scale (1979). The scale presented
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students with nine biology course situations in which the student was told that

he/she had succeeded or failed. After each situation, the Student was asked to

agree or disagree with four different reasons for success or failure: ability,

offorti task difficulty, or other environmental conditions (teacheri friends,

luck; etc.). Scores were tallied by the number of "agree" or "strongly agree"

responses given;

Previous research with non-scientific tasks had found that males

attributed success /failure significantly more to ability. and effort than

femalet did (Pasguella, MedniCkr & Murray, 1981). Ih the present study,

howeveri no gender differences were found in attribution of success/failure in

science to ability, effort, or environmental factors. A significant gender

difference did occur, however, in attribution of succeSS/failure in science tO

task difficulty/ease.
Significantly more girls than boys (p = .0227)

attributed success/failure to the difficulty
of the scientific task.

enrolled in case study teachers' biOlogy classes, held equally, high opinions of

their abilities; efforts, and the influence of envitOnMents1 conditions in

achieving scientific success. However, typidallyr girls more than hoys

attributed their degree of success in science to the_difficulty of the task.

StudentS alsO completed a modified version of the Hidden Figures Test (HFT) to

detehtine their mode of cognitive style (ETS, 1971). The HFT differentiatet

between persons with a field-independent and a field-dependent mode. Usuallyi

field-independent persons are better at cognitive
restructuring tasks, tend to

think analytically, and are more autonomous in personal rela- tions and work

behaviors. Field-dependent persons, on the other hand, display social

behaviors useful for interpersonAl relationships, tend to have extended

experience in working with others and gathering information from them, and.are

less autonomous (Witkin & Goodenough, 1981). Although gender differences have

been reported with more males than females scoring on the field-independent

side of the scale (Witkin & Goodenough, 1981), resultS from the present study
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do not concur. with those findings. In this case, there were no differences

related to albject's gender across schoolS or in any individual SchO01.

Students of the case study teachers also were asked to complete a modified

version of the Flags Test (Thurstone & Jeffrey, 1956) in order to measure

spatial ability, the ability to visualize and rotate three-dimensional figures;

Many researchers had suggested that gender differences in spatial ability

contributed to math and science achievement difference8 in boys and girls. For

examplei MaccOby & Jacklinis (1974) review concluded that spatial ability was

one of the few attributes for which gender differences were consistently found;

However; Linn 1. Petersen'S (1P83) meta-analysis indicated that studies since

1974 did not show that toles possessed superior spatial abilities; Although

boys in the case study sample scored significantly higher than girls on the

measoc of spatial ability (p = .0013); further analyses Showed that the gender

differdrf:e was mainly dUe to a significant difference found in two of the seven

samplc. ML1le students in both the subdthen Missouri and the urban IllinbiS

cored sianificantly higher than did female students in those same

control is an expression of the extent to which individualS

Lo?li(fve tat ty j rather than outside factors; control their actions and

<ternally trihted individuals tend to attribute control to out-

side force ;, ,*hile internally oriented peOple believe in their own control.

waryzn have demonstrated more external beliefs than men have on

locus of cnntroI :treasures (Phares, 1976; Kahle, 1982). FUrthermorei students

po:,,itive science attitudes and with intentions to pursue science careers

uct7;:ally are found on the internal side of the locus of control continuum

(YanJ; ]982); With this in mind, case study stu6entS were asked to complete

the Adult Nowicki-Strickland Scalei a modified version of an earlier instrument

devc1CL-Cd by Phares (1957); There no gender differences in any of the
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seven subsamples or in the total sample; and students generally scored at the

internal end of the scale.

Students in case study classrooms responded to a battery of personality

measures. Their responses were compared to those of other samples in order to

see if teacher behaviors and instructional techniques had affected student

level of anxiety, attribUtiOn of success, belief in self control, or mode of

perception. PreViOUs research had suggested that specific instructional

strategies could influence mode of cognitive style and locus of control

orientation (Kahle; 1983; Head, 1983). Ih addition, researchers had

hypothesized that spatial abilities could be fostered by the use of specific

curricular activities (Skolnick, Langbort, & Day, 1982). Futhermore, it had

been suggested that science anxiety could be ameleriorated by certain teacher

behaviors and student classroom experiences (Malcolm, 1983). Comparisons of

the responses of students of case study teachers with those of comparable

groups indicated that, althoUgh other factors might be partially responsible,

those teachers had an effect. Girls in case study classes expressed the same

personality M6deS as did boys. Since some of these-traits (internal locus of

control orientation; field-independent mode of cognitive style, high spatial

ability, and low science anxiety) haVe been directly related to success in

science courses and chOice of science careers, the absence of gender

differences was important;

elections of Ibrmer Students

Former students, who were science majors in college or who were pursuing

science-related careers, were surveyed by mail. Although a bias was present in

their selection (all were retbftehded by either a case study teacher or a

counselor), their answers were completely confidential. Therefore, they could

be as frank as they wished in responding to questions concerning their choice

of science careers, their future plans, and their past incentives. They were

asked to indicate how certain people, courses, and activities had
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influenced their decision to pursue and their persistence in pursuit of science

careers. Amcing the types of people rated (parents, science teachers; math

teachors'; other teachers, counselors, etc.), high school biology teachers (in

all cases the case study teacher) were ranked first.* In addition, unsolicited

comments indicated the extent of the case study teacher's inflUente.

my role model was my high school biology teather. She helped me

decide on a science career because the showed me the many different

aspects of science and the many different opportunities science hat;

to offer career -wise.

,,,z18 (and is) an enthusiastic, challenging, and supportive

techer. He helped me see, in concrete terms (in concrete

successes) that I could be successfUl in medical science; He is one

of a handful of outstanding instructors I have had in college

(Parvard) and high school.

(My) biology teacher...taught me how exciting biology can be.

I :a-d a very 000dteacher who interested me in_biology and made me

wunt t.s show other children how interesting science can be;

The gave me support and_guidance in matters of everyday living as

wc.li as my career decision.

aIMOst unanimously (94.7 %) felt that their high school biology

;f-er(:d frequent opportunities for individual discussions and

encouraged hi /he.- :51-.12-dents to consider further education. FOrtherMOre, most

indicated Liat their biology teachers encouraged theM to be creative and

(84.2%) and to explore many educational and career choices (73.7%) .

of the former students surveyed felt that their biology teachers treated

students chiluiShly or distinguished between educational opportunities for boys

and girls. Several student2 described the biology teacher as a role model.

*On F., 1-5 :sale (1 = very Important to 5 = not applicable), the_ following

pertinent Eivetagd ratings_were found: high school biology teacher (1.74)i

fati;erS ;1.95), mothers (2.32)i high school counselcita (3.58).

67,di CCH PiViliLLLE
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When asked whether any science courses had influenced their career

decisions, fotther students indicated that high school biolegy and college

biology courses* were important; Their comments abbUt high school biology

course(s) were revealing.

The first experience I had with science as an exciting subject came

in high_Schbel biology.- Advanced biology was a diffiddlt_Course bUt

was good pteparationfor college level work; It was in high school

that genetics was first mentioned. _I thought it was a good area for

me because I have always done well in math.

I think that high_schbol tlology courses and my training in college

certainly prepared me_for my_career in the research_areai_ In my

high,Schbel bielogyclass I remember going on many field trip, The

questioning -and searching for information was certainly helpful to

what I cam doing today;

High school biology helped me appreciate the richness and diversity

of science;

The [high School biology experiences] have taught me what hard work

is necessary for obtaining goals.

Overall, the students indicated that they enjoyed their science courses. All

respondents (100%) indicated that they had enjoyed their biology courses, 84.2%

enjoyed chemittry courses, and 60%-90% liked various mathematics courses; Case

Study teachers had significantly influenced some former students' career

choices;

The positive influence of the case study teachert on both their past and

present students was another commonality found among them. Responses to

innumerable survey items suggested that their common teaching behaviors and

their use of similar instructional materials and techniques were instrumental

in encouraging all students to continue their eddcatien8. Many more students

than usual selected advanced courses in sciencei which opened doors to future

scientific careers. OVer and over again students praised these teachers -

their contagious enthusiasmi their high academic reqUirementsi their personal

*On a 1-5 scale (1 =-very important) high school biology courses were rated

1.56, while college biology courses received a 2.00 rating.
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concern; Since girls often do not receive such positive messages from science

teachers (Small, 1983), their influence on girls continuing in Science was

disproportionately effective;

Itispectives of Current & FOrmer-StbdentS

Evidences of change have been described. Girls in these clatbreems

perferMed Science experiments, enjoyed science activities' and demonstrated

confidence in their scientific abilities. Consequently; many continued in

science courses and selected scientifit careers; Buti did the positive role

model Of a kJ/elegy teacher and a positive image of science change traditionally

held sex-tole stereotypes concerning women as scientists? Responses to items

and written comments on both the past and present student surveys suggested

some progress. Differences were seen between the responses of 15=year-olds

(average age Of current students) and 22 year-olds (average age of former

students). For example, only 14% of the 15year-old.5 responded that women

should worA full -time without interruption for marriage or childreh in

2C, ? Of the older respondents considered fUlltite, uninterrupted work

a option for yo,:n (themselves or their Wives). Overwhelmingly, both

grous of ,,±udent:J planned to marry and thought that the most appropriate

life-role for ;;,:mien was marriage and/or family combined with a -career.

Table 8

CiErent Student Opinions Coihtethititg Science Careers for Women

Ett;ir)i:r

% Responding
Total Mies Females

pprrv,7. 77.2% 69.1% 82.9%

Probatly Approve 6;5 9;4 4;5

Fc Oninion 13.9 18;0 11.1

Proatiky Disapprove 0.9 0 _ 1.5

Disapprove 1.5 3.6 0

. X 17.05, df = 4, p = .0019

Other questions were directed specifically toward the role of women in

science careers. Current students were asked whether they approved of science
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careers for women. Although proportionately more girls than boys expressed

approval, the percentages of both who approved of science careers for women was

large, as shown in Table 8. However, the boys and girls differed considerably

when questioned further on the issue of women in scientific careers. Table 9

presents student responses to a series of statements about women in scientific

as well as other types of careers. In all but two cases, girls, compared with

boys, expressed stronger beliefs in a woman's potential fOt success in a

traditionally tatouiine career (astronautics, government, science);

Table 9

Current Student Agreement With Statements Concerning Wtmen in Science

Statement

% Males_

BaSPDnand
Strongly

---Akgitte Altitee

% Females
Responding

Strongly Significance

_Aeree -Nome-- Level*

Women are as interested in

mathematics as are men. 37.6% 53.2% 48.0% 44.0% ns

Men don't like to work for

women supervisors: 23.5 42.9 21.0 51.5 ns

Women should stick to
"women's jobs;" 7.4 20.0 3.6 4.1 .0000

Women have as much science
ability as men do; 38.8 49.6 63.2 33.3 .0001

Education is wastedOh women
since they usually get
married & raise a family; 5.9 11.0 3.1 2.6 .0000

Women have the ability &
endurance to make _

successful space flights. 19.3 56.4 44.2 49.7 .0000

According to the latest
Census data, equal job
opportUnities have now
been achieved; 10.8 46.8 6.5 50.2 .0485

I strongly approve the
election of women as
governors; 18.8 50.7 56.2 34.8 .0000

I approve of appointing a
woman as chairperson of

the Atomic Energy
Commission. 19.0 51.8 46.5 47.0 .0000

I would choose for myself
the best qualified
dentist available
regardless of sex. 53.2 36.2 71.4 20.6 .0058

*X test, df = 4
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In sumnury, both present and past students theoretically supported not

only a woman's pursuit of a career, but also a woman's right to pursue a

particOlat scientific career; Both groupS expressed naive opinions about the

possibility of interrupting a successful career without affecting it.

Generally; I5-year-old boysk compared to girls, held more negative and more

stereotypic views about the role of women in science=telated careers; However,

some girls in the case study classes expressed stereotypic views of science and

of scientists. A priVileged girl in a suburban high schoel said,

Men are scientists; It is a masculine job career. Women don't go

into it because being a scientist will make them look bad;

Her opinion was reiterated by a black girl in an inner-city school, who stated;

If I married a E;cientist he'd never have time to be home with his

family. I think men scientists would have more time than women

scientists. It depends on the woman; If she can do it, fine; but

most women can't.

Llut, across the country, girls, at least those in the case study classrooms,

were bcoinning to question the old, masculine views of science and scientists;

Two ?t.:.-ting and revealing comments were:

I d'Al't know if it is women thinking scientists should be men, or

mu L-hinkin:7 scientists should be men;

Thre are2 ceii*:c women scitists; but men have been in it longer;_

1n7)-ir.,i Can the same -job as men; They may haVe a different way of

and might improve science.

F:itMer students, those who had passed through these classrooms, also hela

refreshing and less stereotypic views of scientists; They were asked to select

frcD a variety of clustered characteristics the groups which best described a

"tip c:'? -scientist" and the ones which best described themselves; The results

(Tabic 10) indicated that a student's self-image was very SiMilat to his/her

imag(J of scientist and that these studentS held broader; less-stereotypic

views az scientists; For example, over a garter responded that scientists

were "s,cial, helping, guiding, and group-oriented;"
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Table 10

Perdentage8 of Students Selecting Groups Which Describe Themselves & aciehtittt

Gretp6,-*aSt describe. .*
Characteristics Your-self Typical Scientist

Realistic, Technical,
Mechanical, Outdoor

Investigative, Scientific,
Inquiring, Analytical

Artistical, Musical, _

Self-Ekpressive, Independent

SOCial,
Guiding, Group-Oriented

Enterprising, Profit-Oriented,
Persuasive, Political

Conventional, Methodicali
Organized; Detailed

57.9% 63.2%

78.9% 84.2%

31.6% 5.3%

47.4% 26.3%

5.3% 15.8%

57.9% 68.4%

*Students were asked to choose 3 groups which best described themselves and

scientists.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The number of commonalities found among the case study teachers was

surprising, and a synthesis and analysis of their teaching behaviors, classroom

climates, instructional materials, and academic preparations suggest ways to

improve the retention rates and the achievement levels of girls in science;

Before delineating faCtors, which young women found especially encouraging,

some general characteristics should be mentioned; Although exemplary teaching

was not a criterion for selection, all of the case study teachers were

outstanding classroom instructors. Fbr example, the case study researcher in

Colorado concluded,

I think that rather than identifying a teacher who consciously

encourages females in science, we have simply identified a very good

teacher, Whose talent, commitment, and rapport with her students

combine to make the study of science an interesting and enjoyable

endeavor; I am hard put to_ suggest_ any more direct cause and effect
relationships, because the data will not support them, any more than

the data will Support more than a broad philosophic argument for the

generalizability of [her] teaching approach to other clasSroom8.
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HiS cdnclusion was repeated in most of the observational reports. As the

researcher in Chicagd Stated,

The case study teacher's experience, attitudes, and goals_giVe her

tremendous strength in motivating students to achieve. She -is an

eXemplary teacher; Observing and talking_with her, het colleagues,

and_her_students, leaves_ one With:the strong sense that there are no

simple, explanations for her success as a t_eacher. A major factor in

her desire to motivate young people developed because she, herself,

was frustratedrih her search for loftier goals. She also is able to

recognize the special needs of black inner city students and address

theM in a somotines humorous, always supportive way. She haSa keen

Understanding of biologidal pziheiples_anda love- for the field that

is an importal± key to SOO-et-SS in any subject She is given

recognition not becaStie She seeks it but because it is so well

deserved.

:Ante those observations rould not be generalized, we compared and

centtaSted the answers of the case Study teachers to survey questions with

response2 provided by a national sample; We found that the case study teachers

were All experienced teachers and active professionals; Proportionately more

case study teacher than national survey teachers cited profeStiehal

egantion meetings and professional journals as important sources of

for curricular materials and new educational developments. The

pus tudv teachers were confident in their teaching abilities; proportionately

f-cer of LAese teachers than national survey teachers indicated) that they

needed asizt:Arl,:e in various aspects of teaching such as obtaining information

about instructional iiaterials, using manipulative materials, or maintaining

plants anils. Although thete teachers used many kindS of laboratory

nore of them indicated that inadequate facilities were a serious

prohlEt ot: that improvement was needed in obtaining equipment or supplies. The

succefu, case study te..schers showed greater willingnesS than the national

survey teachers to use varied methods of instruction, and they emphasized

science experience for their student8 in toric:hf.ng their courses. One

gehfal conclusion from the claSSroom observatins, the past and present

student surveys, the teacher reports, and all the analyses is that .g.cgd!

tilaohessi-diffeterice. Each teacher successfUl in encouraging girls as

rIffl:1 C
i . $
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well as boys to continue in science courses and careers was also a successful

teachet. FOr example, they were active professionally, were inVOlved in

Science activities in their communities; were Skilled in a variety of

instructional techniques, and were informed abOUt science careers and their

educational requirements. In their own words, they were proud professionals.

From rural Indiana to urban Lbuitiana they stated,

Teaching is a profeSsion. I can walk down the Street and feel proud

that Lam a teacher. I think anything_we_cah do -as educators to put

a feather in our_cap; to say, 'heY, this is a_proud profesairitio' is

important. Let's build it up and speak positively about it.

In the years I have been teaching, -I have become,_What I call,

dedicated. I try to be professional, and I haVe influenced the _

lives of many young_people; I have taught required courses and had

the opportunity to touch every student who has been through the

laboratory school for the last 24 years. I enjoy teaching.

AlthOUgh at some point during the observational period, all teachers

expressed a concern about sexism in science, the initial interviews and

observations were structured to prevent the researcher from introducing any

bias. Howevet, by the end of the observational period, all teachers were aware

of this special interest, and they, too, attempted to ascertain what they had

done "right." As one teacher explained,

If I have any secret it is that I try to be fair to all students.

don't care who their parentt are, what they did last year,_or

whether they are boyt or girls. I just try to treat them all alike.

Although some case study teachers expressed a lack of any special treatment,

others admitted that they worked at encouraging girls in science. One teacher

explained why she took special steps.

I think it is ingrained in females that they don't have to take any

more science._ I work really hard...getting girls into scienceAll

the male [students] want to take_AP chemistry. The teachers tell

them that this is the really hard course; this is the course for the

men. I think [the female studentt] get a little scared.

Case study teachers worked to correct any negative imaget of science as well as

its masculine mystique. The extent of the problem is indicated in the

following excerpt.
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The impressions students have of scientists are generally negative,
although_they_recognize that scientists are probably doing what they

want to do. They envisage scientists as men in long white coats

looking through microscopes; They think more men than women are
scientists, and two students would place more faith in the work of a

male scientist than a female scientist. TWo other students said
they would trust the work of men and women equally, but then
qualified that statement, 'I would trust [the work of men and women]

the same if they have enough background to know what they are doing.

I think women usually don't have enough time to work and to know as

much as men.'

Although each teacher attempted to correct stereotyped views of science

and scientists in his/her own way, some commonalities were found; For example,

one observer wrote,

Al] seating and lab work is completely irrespective of sex. The

teacher attempts to be fair so thatthe first person who volunteers

to be a lab captain is the person chosen. When the lab requires the
use of heavy equipment the girls are not given special

consideration. However, since the beginning of this study_the _

teacher itas been more alert to the possibility oE any sex bias in

her teaching;

Most case studies included comparable observations. Generally, these concerned

acti\e professionals were striving to encourage all students to reach their

maximee eotentials. As the observer in a magnet school in Chicago wrote,

In addition t retivating students to strive for _academic and
proL7setee& 7,1.eellence. [the case study teacher] seeks to change

their attitudes toward biology._ Words such_as_'nasty,"ugly.' and

other sech terms are unacceptable. She wants to give students an
appiecieien of things that are not familiar to them; They must

become ehinkers and listeners. Career awareness is_another goal;
she has invited speakers from a variety -of scientific disciplines to

address her classes. She has_taken_students on field trips to
museume. to Argonne National LabOratory, and to nature preserves and

zoos. Students prepare 'career profiles.' - oral and written
reports en various scientific professions.

In addition to their generally high professionalism and. concern for all

students, these teachers displayed other commonalities. Certain teaching

behaviors and instructional techniques were observed in all eight classrooms.

In addition, analyses of both current and former se!ident responses to a variety

of surveys and measures indicated factors which positively influenced the

retention of girls in science courses.

34
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What were these commonalities?

1. Whether the teacher taught behind locked doors in an out-of-date,

traditional laboratory with_bolted chairs and- tables or in a

modular, open-concept arrangement with flexible_beating and

Stations, their classrooms were attractive, well-equipped and

maintained. All noted that they did not need equipment and supplies

or money for further purchases. In addition, all had adequate

storage space.

2. All used non-sexistteacher-developed instructional materials to

supplement the basic text. As one researcher noted,

There is no overt discussion of sexism that

might be inherent in any of the instructional
materials used, as none of the materials seem to

present that problem. Five tests were provided
for analysis._ There appeared to be no problem

with sexist language; scientific contributions

were treated as neutral relative to gender.

Interestingly, no observer reported a single use of sexist humor by

the case study teachers.

3. All the observed teachers were aware of sexism in science. Although

they maintained that they did not treat boys and girls differently,

they brought women scientists into their classes and they included

a range of non-sexist career information; As one observer suggested,

Perhaps the equitable treatment of male and _

female students is itself special,_given what

has been learned about the generally inequitable

treatment of female students -in-the science

classroom; Perhaps the simple lack of
preferential treatMent_for_males has resulted in

a situation where the female students feel_
OOMfOttable and are confident in their_ ability

to contribute at an equal level with their male

Colleagues; Certainly, there_is not enough data

to support that hyPOthesiS, attractive as it

might be.

4. The_teaCherS, perhaps unknowingly, presented what Harding_(1983) and

SMail (1983) call "girl friendly science. Die observer wrote about
_

this phenomenon in the following way.
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Although she argues that one does not_need_
special activities to interest girls_ in_ science,
it is possible that for the_less7motivated girl
certain labs and/or research projects are more
appealing. For non-science-oriented girls,
experiments such as audio-tutorial units on
bacteriology have considerable appeal.
Nutrition and diets appeal to many girls; A _

unit on 'Complementary Proteins: __A simulation'
has appealed to many girls. sithilatly,

'Dissection of an Orange, is_very popular with
many students. The teacher feels that the

interests are as varied as those of
the hOys. Last year a girl designed and built a
windmill for a local garage and another girl_
spent hours assisting a vocational teacher who
is building an airplane.

As noted,- teachers w-ed More laboratories discussions and tests than

is commonly found.

5. Mb case study teachers all had solid, academic preparatiOns for_ _

teaching. It should be noted that most_had degrees in their subject

ards and that all had continued their_ formal educations. Al]. were

mere enthusiasticatout teaching now than when they began to teach;

6. These teachers were respected, generally recognized, and supported.
within their communities. In addition, all but_onei_mentioned that
they re=ceived strong support from the parents of their students.

7. '.0 se teachers participate in and encourage their students to enjoy

Sc!in,:76 beV0e-i_the schoolhouse door. As a result, one finds equal
nunli...r.S of *ls and boys preparing science projects and joining

and computer clubs;

8. The case study te,icners, individually and collectively, were unique

in th(.i.r emphasis on careers and further education. Although all
student. benefited From that interest, girls seemed to notice it and
'f2spond to it more than boys did.

4 9. Acco!:dnd to their students, the instructional techniques_of the_
case study teachers encouraged creativity, further education, and

basic ski13 developiamt._ Again, girls noted these characteristics
m-ne often than boys did.

7oth current and former students noted the positive attitudes as
well ac encoutag,ment as unique personal characteristics and teaching

be-Iv:If/ors of the case study teachers;

The ten special teaching behaVibts and instructional strategies resulted

i; _;i7oprittAbnatelV more girls in their classes continuing in math and science

courses in both high school and college.. Genera3Iy, the following behaviors

36
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characterize teachers who are successful in encouraging girls to pursue

science.

Do

use labOtatOry & discussion
activities

provide career information

directly involve_girlS in
science activities

provide informal academic
counseling

demonstrate unisex treatment
in science classrooms

Don' t

use sexist humor

use sex-stereotyped examples

dittritute sexist classroom
materials

allow boys to dominate discussions
or activities

allow girls to passively resist

Once identified, these commonalities form the basis of recommendations of

ways to encourage young women to pursue science courses and

1.

2.

careers;

Science textbooks must go beyond the token inclusion of women.

For example, McClintock's work should be included in every

chapter concerning genetics.

Special_ workshops, projects, and activities are still needed to

eliminate sex-bias in and sex -role stereotypes of science.

These activities also need to include boys, who demonstrate

more stereotypic views than girls do.

3. The professionalism and education of the case study teachers

suggests the need for continual, supported educational oppor-

tunities for secondary teachers. Watever the format, the
courses, workshops, seminars must present solid science,

include career information, and emphasize activities and topics

which appeal to girls.

4. When teachers no longer have to expend inordinate amounts of

time and energy on securing supplies and equipment as well as

space to store them, they can direct their efforts toimproving

classroom instruction, to encouraging students in science, and

to developing basic skills.

In conclusion, Cecily Carman Selby, who encouraged this project and who

was instrumental in funding it, has suggested that excellent science teaching

must be innovative and exciting. She says,

Science must be presented as not only basic but beautiful, as those

of use whose lives and professions have been touched by this beauty

are so proud and privileged to know (Selby; 1982).
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The case study teachers demonstrate those feelings about science; Perhaps;

because science is presented as beautiful; they are able to capture and

intrigue the girls in their classrooms.
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